Luxe Throw

A simple yet luxurious throw that will add beauty and warmth to your home.

Fabric Requirements:
Luxe Cuddle® 4 yds.

Other Supplies:
Walking Foot (recommended for the Cuddle®)
90/14 Stretch needle
Long, flower-head pins
Fabric clips (such as WonderClips)
Coordinating thread
Basic sewing supplies
Luxe Throw

approximately 58” x 70”

This easy-to-sew throw adds luxury and warmth to your home. Made with Luxe Cuddle®, the soft throw will keep you toasty in the winter and brings comfort to any setting.

Mark cutting lines on wrong side of fabric with a silver felt tip marker and cut using a sharp razor blade or scalpel-style seam remover. This will limit the amount of Cuddle® dust created.

Use a 1/2” seam allowance and a 4.0mm stitch length.

Assembly:
1. Cut 4 yd. piece of Luxe Cuddle in two equal pieces. These should measure WOF x 72” each. The most important part is that they are cut the same length. There is no need to cut off selvages.

2. Lay one piece out flat and find the top of fabric by brushing nap.

3. Find nap of second piece and lay, right sides together, on first piece. Make sure nap runs the same direction for both.

4. Pin top together, pinning first in the center, then the two ends, then in between. Pin every 1” - 2” to ensure fabric does not shift while sewing.

5. Using a walking foot sew across the top, removing pins as you sew and backtacking at each end.

6. Pin left side in the same manner and sew from top to bottom edge, backtacking as before.

7. Continue and sew the right side, top to bottom.

8. Mark a 10-12” opening across bottom. Pin and sew from corner to mark on both sides. Be sure to backtack well.

9. Trim corners, if desired.

10. Turn inside out, pushing out corners with corner turner or chopstick. Whipstitch opening closed.

11. Top stitch 1” to 3” from edges, if desired. Use a stiletto to pull fibers from seams for a beautiful, finished edge.

For more pattern ideas, and detailed instructions on working with Cuddle® or binding a Cuddle® quilt, visit www.shannonfabrics.com/cuddle-tips-and-tricks